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During a recent trip to London I visited the solo exhibition of 83-year old 
Gustav Metzger. The Serpentine gallery had organized an overview of some 
of Metzger’s production between the years 1959 and 2009. Many people in 
the London art world commented that this would be an artist the Tate could 
have shown on a more comprehensive scale. Considering the fact that 
Metzger lives in England since 1939, one can only speculate why this has not 
happened even though the museum does collect the artist’s work. 
Metzger was born to Polish-Jewish parents in Nuremberg in 1926. In 1939, 
he and his brother fled the Nazis and came to Britain under the auspices of 
the Refugee Children's Movement. His parents died in a concentration camp. 
Metzger has stated on several occasions how the first few years in 
Nuremberg, seeing the Nazi’s marching through his hometown, were 
perhaps the most forming experiences during his entire life.  
In London Metzger is a frequent visitor to symposiums and gallery openings. 
Often one could encounter him carrying some of his earthly belongings with 
him in a cart or plastic bag (filled with newspapers). Entering the London 
show I finally understood what he collected newspapers for. A new 
participatory piece greeted the viewer upon entering the gallery. Members of 
the public were invited to have a hands-on experience with the newspaper 
collection, by participating in the making of MASS MEDIA: Yesterday and 
Today (2009). When I visited the day after the opening, gallery attendants and 
audience members were busy cutting excerpts from the newspaper stacks 
and adding them under three rubrics which Metzger had chosen as most 
relevant at this moment in time: credit crunch, extinction, the way we live 
now.  
On view also a series of Historic Photographs, depicting Hitler while 
addressing the Reichstag after the fall of France July 1940 and the 
Liquidation of the Warsaw Ghetto in 1928. Metzger does not expose the 
imagery bluntly but forces the viewer to a more intimate encounter by 
covering the works below or behind a curtain, behind some wood or inside 
two metal sheets.  
As Leeds based Sociologist Zygmunt Bauman commented considering the 
relevance of ethics in consumer society: “It was hoped fifty or sixty years ago 
that the gruesome knowledge of the Holocaust would shock humanity out of 
its ethical somnolence and make further genocides impossible … More than 
half a century later, the problem of making society immune to genocidal 
temptations remains wide open”. Bauman continues to ask: “Does the 
memory of the holocaust make the world a better and safer place or a worse 
and more dangerous one?” The idea of memory is an important element for 
Metzger, his work a constant pledge not to forget.  
Besides his friendship to Bauman the artist retains extensive exchanges with 
sociologists and philosophers such as Jürgen Habermas whom he visited in 
1980 in Frankfurt and whose lectures he attended then. A few years later 
Habermas argued in the famous historians quarrel with other German 



intellectuals who had tried to detach Nazi rule and the Holocaust from the 
mainstream of German history and explain away Nazism as a reaction to 
Bolshevism. Again Metzger’s work collides with the visions of this sociologist 
in a parallel refusal to assimilate, to move on. 
Out of the traumatic experiences of the holocaust, he later developed the 
manifest of auto-destructive art, published in November 19591. In an act of 
public performance in 1961 on London’s Southbank, Metzger dispersed  - 
wearing a gasmask - acid onto suspended sheets of nylon. The liquid etched 
large holes into the textile thus creating random shapes in an act of 
disfigurement. Consequently Metzger organized the Distruction in Art 
Symposium (DIAS) in 1966 and during the same decade publishes four more 
manifestos and lectures on Auto-Creative / Auto –Destructive art. The large-
scale liquid crystal light projections he started to develop in the late 1990’s 
were a direct sequel from the considerations laid out in his manifestos and 
the performance on the Southbank. 
More recently ideas of destructive art have grown into a concern about the 
ecological future of our planet earth and the overabundance of consumer 
products. His 1996 project Kill the cars also focuses on the human response 
to machines. Large photo wallpaper shows a couple of kids jumping on top 
of a car as if on an adventure playground. Adjacent stands a wrecked car. 
From hidden loudspeakers their voices proclaim: ‘Kill the cars, Kill the cars’… 
For a more recent sculpture, Flailing trees (2009), commissioned by the 
Manchester festival, the artist turned a group of trees upside down, covering 
their heads in a concrete block, leaving the roots exposed. The scenery is 
reminiscent to a forest after acid rain while art historical connotations relate 
to the Gothic arch.  According to Bauman’s idea of consumer behavior in the 
21st century, which he has aptly termed the era of Liquid Modernity, we are 
living in a ‘civilization of excess, redundancy, waste and waste disposal’. 
Metzger’s work again strikingly visualizes these ideas.  
And he is not resting: For 2010 Metzger organizes another symposium on 
mass extinction in collaboration with the Royal Society of Arts in London.  
 
 
 

                                                
1 The Manifest of auto-destructive art in turn inspired Metzger’s student Pete 
Townsend to start playing guitar for The Who and finally to destroy 
instruments on stage. 
 


